
SETI Sessions 
For two or more players 

 

The radio player performs on two or more radios, preferably shortwave. 

All other players perform on the instrument(s) of their choice. 

 

The radio player begins the piece with at least one minute of solo performance, gradually fading 

up the volume of one radio (pre-tuned to static) and scrolling among frequencies. Throughout 

the piece, the radio player should studiously avoid strong signals. Whenever one is 

encountered, the player should tune away from it quickly. 

After the intro solo, the radio player may begin fading additional radios in and out of the mix to 

create various layered densities of non-signal. However, s/he should only search between 

frequencies on one radio at a time, in order to maintain concentration on the tuning process. 

 

After the radio’s intro solo, all other players should begin listening for inspiration in the 

fragments of strong signal past which the radio player is tuning: tones, patterns, textures, etc. 

When information is detected, a player may mimic the sound with his/her instrument, at a level 

that blends well with the overall texture. A player’s contribution may be as short and ephemeral 

as the signal s/he is mimicking or it may be stretched out into a sustained tone/sound/texture. 

Once a player has performed a sound, s/he is then free to re-use that sound at any time during 

the remainder of the piece, as appropriate to the player’s ear and the ensemble texture 

(including the radios). 

The desired result is that all players (except the radio player) will eventually be performing 

captured echoes of the many transient, ephemeral, fragmentary sounds they and the audience 

have heard during the course of the piece, slowly scrolling through them from memory. 

 

When the radio player is satisfied that the other performers’ captured sounds have achieved an 

adequate level of density, s/he should cease scrolling among frequencies, then begin 

fading the radios down one or two at a time until none are sounding. 

 

All other players continue remembering and reifying the sounds they’ve catalogued during the 

piece. Once all radio signals have ceased, players should take time to fully explore the 

instrumental ensemble’s new, more naked texture, continuing until 

an appropriate stopping place presents itself. 
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